
This quick guide provides an overview of using zones in PleaseReview from a Reviewer perspective. 

PleaseReview v6.4 guide to using zones 

Overview 
Zones are areas of a Word document which the review Owner can set up to assign different Reviewer and/or Contributor 
permissions to different users in the review (previously referred to as ‘ReviewZones’ and ‘EditZones’).  

Zones allow the review Owner to determine different review permissions for specific zones of a document, for example to 
prevent individual users from commenting or marking-up changes to specific zones, or even prevent users from viewing certain 
zones of the document. It also provides a very powerful capability that allows different zones to be authored, using Microsoft 
Word itself, in parallel, and then for each zone to be released for review once it is available.  
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Zone information 

Identifying zones 
If any zones have been set up on a Word document, they will be visible in the navigation pane when navigating by zones.  
Any zone assigned for editing in Word will show the assigned Contributor(s) name:  

Zone information and 
options – only provided on 

zones assigned to you 

Navigate by zones 

Details of zones assigned for editing in Word are displayed in the navigation pane when navigating by zones. This includes the 
title of the zone (with any optional description), the Contributor(s) to which it is allocated and the current status of the zone. If 
the zone is assigned to you, you will also see the zone information to the right of the document.  

Zone title 
(may include a description) 

Who the zone has been 
assigned to 

Current zone status 

As a Reviewer, if you try to add comments and/or changes to sections of the document for which you only have Viewer 
permissions, you will see a warning message: 

Note - If your permission is set to ‘Hidden’ for the any zones in the document, the option to download the document from the 
review toolbar will be disabled.  

Working with Edit in Word zones 



As a Contributor you can only download a zone if it is allocated to you. If multiple Contributors have been assigned to the same 
zone, only one Contributor can download it at a time.  

There are two options to download the zone - using the ‘Download zone’ icon or the ‘Download’ option from the actions drop-
down menu:  
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Download zone icon 

Downloading a zone 

Download option from 
actions menu 

Downloading a zone will download the section of the document set as the zone in Microsoft Word. Whether you choose to 
open the document directly or save it to a known location, the zone will be downloaded complete with any comments and 
proposed changes (‘Open’ and ‘Accepted’).  The document can then be edited in Microsoft Word using all of the Word tools.  

To cancel a download, go to the zone actions drop-down menu and select ‘Reset’. This will cancel the download and return the 
zone to the previously published revision. 

Once all the necessary revisions have been made to the Word document, it can be uploaded back into the review.  
In PleaseReview, the zone will refresh to allow additional options, including the option to upload the zone:  

Uploading an updated zone 

When uploading an updated zone, the contributor will be presented with two options:  

1. Publish as read-only – This action updates the zone in PleaseReview so that other participants can see the 
updated text, but they will not be able to make comments or proposed changes on the zone. The option to 
‘Publish’ will then be available to the Contributor, or they can download the zone again and make further edits. 

2. Publish (without using read-only flag) - This action updates the zone in PleaseReview so that other participants 
can see the updated text and make comments or proposed changes on the zone.  

In both instances, the zone will be available to the contributor to download and edit the zone again. 

The upload actions are only available to the Contributor who downloaded the zone. Note: the review Owner can reset a zone, 
publish a zone as read-only, or publish a zone for commenting at any time.  

Upload zone icon 

Upload option from 
actions menu 

If you have the Word plugin installed, there will be a PleaseReview Upload option in 
Microsoft Word. Once you have edited the document you can upload it using the plugin. 

 

Selecting one of the upload options will open a dialog box allowing you to find and select 
the revised zone and upload it into the review:  

Publish the updated zone 
back into the review 

Read-only flag to publish 
back into the review as 

read only 


